Our Suppliers

Partnership at Work

As the world’s leading supplier of aerospace fasteners and consumables, and full service provider of inventory management solutions, B/E Aerospace partners with nearly every major manufacturer worldwide to bring you the largest, broadest inventory selection in the industry. B/E stocks product from over 3,000 manufacturers, including:

Breeze Industries
Bristol Industries
Bussman
Callau
California Screw Products
Cam-Tech Industries
Champion Aerospace
Cherry Aerospace
Circuit Systems
Click Bond
CMC Innovative Technologies
CoorsTek
Crescent Manufacturing
Crouzet
Deutsch Metal Components
Dowels, Pins and Shafts
Eaton Aeroquip
Emerson Power Transmission
Emhart Fastening Technologies
Espa
Esterline - Kirkhill TA
Europa Fasteners (EUFA)
Eveerdy
Faber Enterprises
FAG Bearings Limited
Fastener Innovation Technology (FIT)
Fatigue Technologies
Federal Manufacturing
Feit
Fit Manufacturing Industries
FMI
Freeman Company
Freesyne
General Electric Lighting
Genie Fasteners
Gerard Daniel
GKN Bandy Machining
Glenair
Global Supply
Goodrich Lighting
GS Aerospace
Hatch Industries
Hartwell Corporation
Heartland Precision Fasteners
Hellermann Tyton
HK Fittings
Hoosier Spring
Houston Precision Fasteners
Hydro Fitting Manufacturing
Ideal Fasteners
IFE – PMA Reading Lamps
Indiana Aircraft Hardware
Industrial Steel and Wire
Inland Machine Company
ITW
J&M Products
J.C. Carter
Kapco
Kato Fastening Systems
Kirkhill Aircraft Parts
Kirkhill-TA Company
La Deau Manufacturing
Lamaco West
Le Joint Francais
Lee Company
LFC Industries
Linread
Lisi Aerospace
Littlefuse
Loos and Company
Louis L’Hotellier
M.R.L. Manufacturing
Mac Fasteners
MacLean-ESNA
Magna-Aire Products
Manufacturer’s Supply
Marathon Motors (electrical)
Marson Corporation
Master Machine Products
Mecair
Micro Lamp
Minebea Company
Mini Mac
Minor Rubber
Moeller Manufacturing & Supply
Monadnock Company
Monogram Aerospace
Fasteners
Morton Manufacturing
MS Aerospace
N-D Industries
New Hampshire Ball Bearings
Norwich Aero Products
Nyllok Fasteners
Nylon Molding
Ohio Gasket
Oshino Lamps
Osram/Sylvania
Ott Brothers
Panco
Panduit
Paolo Astori
Parker Aerospace
PB Fasteners
PCC
Penn Engineering & Manufacturing
Perkins
Permakel
Philips Lighting
Pilgrim Screw
Precision Shapes
Precisionform Rivet
Protective Closures
QRP
R&B Electronics
Radio Components Corp.
RAF Electronic Hardware
Ralmark Company
Ray-O-Vac
RBC Hei
RBC Transport Dynamics
RGI
RWG Frankenjura Industrie
Saturn Fasteners
Schwarz
Scovill
Seastrom
Sesco Industries
SFS
Shaw Aero Devices
Shur-Lok
Sky Manufacturing
Sloan
Sonic Industries
Sopoc
Source
Southco Fasteners
Space Lok
Spiral
SPS Technologies
Square D (electrical)
Stakefast
Stimpson
Streamlight
Superior Washer & Gasket
Sycronis Aerospace
TFI
Thomas & Betts
Timken Super Precision
Tri-Fitting Manufacturing
Umpco
Vor-Shan/Diesel GmbH
Valley Todeco
Voss Industries
Wamco
Welch Allyn Lighting Products
West Coast Aerospace
Western Filament
Western Sky
Western Wire
Young Engineers
Zodiac Services/ECE

Authorized Distributorships Shown in Blue

Contact Information:
B/E Aerospace
Consumables Management
10000 N.W. 15th Terrace
Miami, FL 33172 USA
Ph: +1.305.925.2600
Fax: +1.305.507.7191
www.beconsumables.com